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Antique Cinnamon / Antique White
Pepper

The unusual attraction of the Antique Style patterns from Bauscher 
lies in the associations they conjure up. They tell of times long gone 
and past cultures. Thus the graphic ornamentation of the patterns 
Antique Cinnamon and Antique White Pepper brings to mind old 
tiles on a Moorish patio. The refined execution conveys the illusion 
of a patina that may be used for many years. Its muted earthy col-
ors seems to have been bleached by the Mediterranean sun.

1) Antique Cinnamon*
Pattern-No. 425731 / Price col. Basic

Samples available on:
- Plate flat coup 24 cm, 69 1224

2) Antique White Pepper*
Pattern-No. 425732 / Price col. Basic

Samples available on:
- Plate deep coup 24 cm, 69 1324                                                                     
- Platter rectangular coup 20x15 cm, 69 2320

Antique Sea Salt

Antique Sea Salt shows the Used Look theme in its own way. The 
gray-blue color nuances lend the pattern an especially elegant 
note. The finely woven ornamentation fascinates through the 
charm of the imperfect that only emerges after long use. Hints of 
dainty lace or exquisite embroidery form a tempting frame 
around the culinary delight.

Antique Sea Salt*
Pattern-No. 425733 / Price col. Basic

Samples available on:
- Plate flat coup 24 cm, 69 1224
- Plate flat coup 27 cm, 69 1227
- Platter rectangular coup 20x15 cm, 69 2320

*See the complete article overview on page 4.
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Antique Mokka

Antique Mocca presents itself in warm brown shades. This variant 
of the Antique pattern from Bauscher takes the play with the seem-
ingly flawed and extremely worn to new heights. Over a large part 
of the porcelain surface, the arabesque ornamentation is so re-
duced, that is nearly no longer visible. This delicate effect under-
lines the modern Vintage Style and encourages new, unfamiliar 
food presentations.

Antique Mokka* 
Pattern-No. 425734 / Price col. Basic

Samples available on:
- Plate flat coup 24 cm, 69 1224
- Plate flat coup 27 cm, 69 1227
- Platter rectangular coup 20x15 cm, 69 2320

Antique Olive

Antique Olive awakes feelings of nostalgia. The pattern reminds 
of gently climbing vines on an old brick wall or faded tapestries 
in shadowy Italian palaces. This Mediterranean impression is em-
phasized by the warm olive coloring of the pattern. An inspiring 
ambiance for fresh food presentations – as a stage for casual 
dining or contemporary experimental food.

Antique Olive*
Pattern-No. 425735 / Price col. Basic

Samples available on:
- Plate flat coup 24 cm, 69 1224
- Plate deep coup 24 cm, 69 1324

*See the complete article overview on page 4.
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Articlelist
Article number Name Volume fl.oz. Diameter inch Height mm Weight g

000669122462000000 Plate flat coup 24 cm 9.45 0.91 540

000669122762000000 Plate flat coup 27 cm 10.63 0.94 720

000669122962000000 Plate flat coup 29 cm 11.42 1.02 860

000669132462000000 Plate deep coup 24 cm 33.81 9.45 1.61 620

000669132962000000 Plate deep coup 29 cm 59.17 11.42 2.01 980

000669152762000000 Plate flat square coup 27 cm 0.79 1070

000669232062000000 Platter rectangular coup 20 x 15 cm 0.79 430

000669233462000000 Platter rectangular coup 34 x 20 cm 0.79 1060

Further articles on request.
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Purity - Pure elegance

You look for more or other items of the Purity range?
Please have a look at our latest brochure.

Bauscher reinvents porcelain anew. Purity has all the elements to 
become a modern classic with a clear aesthetic design and 
graceful finish Noble China. Geometric shapes such as circles and 
ovals are combined in exciting ways with soft, flowing lines. This in-
terplay unlocks the sensual charm of the collection, guaranteeing 
its appeal with the leading international establishments. Purity 
masters all gastronomical formats with an impressive repertoire of 
articles.

Purity meets Playground

The decors Antique Style match perfectly in color to our              
PLAYGROUND NARA range. Attractive combinations can be 
created with the NARA colors grey, olive, brown or black.

PLAYGROUND: A range full of exciting articles and accessories is 
awaiting you: Stoneware, wood, slate, plastics, cast iron, leather, 
marble and glass join with porcelain as perfect team mates to cre-
ate harmonious table settings. Let yourself be inspired – we are al-
ways available for a personal consultation.

Please find the PLAYGROUND catalogue here.

https://www.bauscher.de/fileadmin/bauscher_redaktion/PDF/Downloads_HuG/Kollektionsprospekt_Purtiy_02.2018.pdf
https://www.bauscher.de/fileadmin/bauscher_redaktion/epaper-2018_Bauscher_PLY_Katalog/index.html
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